1.1 DESIGN CRITERIA

A. Comply with the Dartmouth Design and Construction Guidelines as established in this Section and required by the PDC and the FO&M project representatives.

1.2 GUIDELINES

A. Section 101100 - Visual Display Surfaces:
   1. Whiteboards: Steelcase Edge Series or equal is preferred whiteboard for locations outside of classrooms.
   2. Whiteboards: Prefer surfaces suitable for both dry erase markers and projection. Require magnetic or fixed marker trays.
   3. Dry Erase Coatings on Wall Surfaces: Not acceptable.

B. Section 101400 - Signage:
   1. Signage: Consult with Dartmouth Sign Shop prior to designing signage to ensure current standards are included. Mandatory to coordinate room numbers with the Dartmouth PM such that room numbers on drawings will match the final room numbers. Street address is required on the building exterior to assist with identification for fire and security personnel.
   2. Exterior Building Signage: Comply with Town of Hanover zoning and note that additional permitting is required.

C. Section 102000 - Interior Specialties:
   1. Corner Guards and End Guards: Consider for use on outward facing gypsum board and non-durable corners.
   2. Purse/Laptop Shelf: Recommended; recycled plastic or solid surfacing, at toilet stalls and urinals.
   3. Trash and Recycling Bins: Consult with the Dartmouth PM.

D. Section 102200 - Toilet Partitions:
   1. Type: Recycled plastic preferred (HDPE), floor-mounted, overhead-braced, coat hook on sidewall (not door), no direct sightline into the compartment.

E. Section 102800 - Toilet Accessories:
   1. Designated accessories listed below are furnished by Dartmouth for installation by contractor.
      a. Paper Tower Dispensers: Consult with the Dartmouth PM.
      b. Toilet Tissue Dispensers: Consult with the Dartmouth PM.
      c. Waste Receptacles: Consult with the Dartmouth PM.
      d. Sanitary Napkin Dispensers: Consult with the Dartmouth PM.
      e. Sanitary Napkin Disposal Units: Consult with the Dartmouth PM.
      f. Electrical Hand Dryers: Not preferred due to noise. Consultant with the Dartmouth
PM.
2. Other accessories are contractor-furnished and installed, including mirrors and grab bars.

F. **Section 102200 - Partitions:**
   1. Demountable Partitions: Rarely used.

G. **Section 104000 - Safety Specialties:**
   1. Confirm location of signage with the Dartmouth PM. No break glass handles. FM Global listed products. Coordinate with the Dartmouth Fire Safety shop.
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